WEST ELEVATION 1:50
NEW PUBLIC STOREFRONT SPACE 30,00m²

DISPLAY WINDOW

GLASS DISPLAY BOXES

DORMA HSW-G 150 (straight track rail with stacking area parallel to direction of travel) as per specialist, with roller shutter door installed as per manufacturer

550 x 544 x 32mm laminated safety glass floor panels as per Smartglass or similar approved

FOR ALL STOREFRONTS

50W 110 x 112mm ground light LS521 - Radiant lighting, setback in brick seat and covered with 5mm 3Form panel

LINE OF EXISTING OVERHANG

GLASS WALL

INTRUDERPRUFE Low E 7.38mm HPR laminated safety glass as per Smartglass or similar approved

FOR ALL STOREFRONTS

2423 x 200 x 20mm ASH timber floor planks nailed to timber framework, as per Kahrs

FLOOR FINISH: existing 300 x 300 floor tiles (see material study sheet) to remain, replace where necessary

FLOOR FINISH: Flowcrete Peran WW resin Colour: Silver grey 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

FLOOR FINISH: 2423 x 200 x 20mm ASH timber floor planks nailed to timber framework, as per Kahrs

FLOOR FINISH: Flowcrete Peran WW resin Colour: Silver grey 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

LIFT LOBBY

LINE OF NEW OVERHANG SCREEN (SEE SECTION 1)

FLOOR FINISH: Flowcrete Peran WW resin Colour: Silver grey 204

FLOOR FINISH: 2423 x 200 x 20mm ASH timber floor planks nailed to timber framework, as per Kahrs

FLOOR FINISH: Flowcrete Peran WW resin Colour: Silver grey 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

FLOOR FINISH: Flowcrete Peran SL resin Colour: Mid Grey 280

FLOOR FINISH: Flowcrete Flowtex HT epoxy screed Colour: Mid Grey 280

FLOOR FINISH: 2423 x 200 x 20mm ASH timber floor planks nailed to timber framework, as per Kahrs

FLOOR FINISH: Flowcrete Peran WW resin Colour: Silver grey 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

FLOOR FINISH: Flowcrete Peran SL resin Colour: Mid Grey 280

NEW 460 RC COLUMN as per Engineer

EXISTING ENTRANCE

105 x 95 X 90mm footlight KJ35A - Radiant lighting

EXISTING RC COLUMN
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BRICK STEPS (ACTING AS SEATING) FINISHED OFF WITH FLOWCRETE PERAN WW RESIN COLOUR: SILVER GREY 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

FLOOR FINISH: EXISTING 300 X 300 FLOOR TILES (SEE MATERIAL STUDY SHEET) TO REMAIN, REPLACE WHERE NECESSARY

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN WW RESIN COLOUR: SILVER GREY 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

FLOOR FINISH: 2423 X 200 X 20MM ASH TIMBER FLOOR P LANKS N AILED TO TIMBER FRAMEWORK, AS PER KAHR S

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN SL RESIN COLOUR: MID GREY 280

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE FLOWTEX HT EPOXY SCREW Colour: MID GREY 280

FLOOR FINISH: 2423 X 200 X 20MM ASH TIMBER FLOOR P LANKS N AILED TO TIMBER FRAMEWORK, AS PER KAHR S

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN SL RESIN COLOUR: MID GREY 280

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN WW RESIN COLOUR: SILVER GREY 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN SL RESIN COLOUR: MID GREY 280

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN WW RESIN COLOUR: SILVER GREY 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN SL RESIN COLOUR: MID GREY 280

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN WW RESIN COLOUR: SILVER GREY 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN SL RESIN COLOUR: MID GREY 280

FLOOR FINISH: FLOWCRETE PERAN WW RESIN COLOUR: SILVER GREY 204 (SEE DETAIL 3)